
1CleaningSeats

Combining deep anti-bacterial cleaning ability with deodorizing agents, this
aerosol is convenient for cleaning fabric seats, child seats, and floor mats.

Directions:
1. Shake well and spray into the surface from around 20 cm away.
2. Wait 1 - 2 minutes before rubbing with a dry cloth to remove dirt. For
particularly stubborn dirt, use the agitator on the cap to create a lather on the
fabric, and then wipe down with a wrung-out towel. This may be repeated 2 or 3
times.

New Fabric Seat Cleaner 
420ml

4975759020516

ZV9H57FJUKMKPLQV

02051

286 228 357W H D mm

Case dimension

10.5kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-28
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Combining deep anti-bacterial cleaning ability with deodorizing agents, this
mint-scented spray is convenient for refreshing and cleaning fabric seats, child
seats, and floor mats. This cleaner is water-based and contains no harmful
solvents.

Directions:
1. Spray from 15 - 20 cm away (if trigger is locked, twist nozzle) and agitate 
suds with included brush.
2. Wipe down the surface with a clean towel before it dries. 
3. Dry completely to finish the process.

New Fabric Seat Cleaner 400
400ml
Brush × 1

4975759020806

ZV9H57FJUKMKSKQV

02080

240 285 480W H D mm

Case dimension

10.1kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-40
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

When using these fresh mint-scented wipes to clean interior fabrics, not only do
they remove dirt, but the included green tea extract deodorizes the fabric, while
antibacterial and antifungal agents prevent the causes of odors from spreading.
They are completely safe for human skin contact.

Fabric Seat Cleaning Cloth
7sheets

4975759020677

ZV9H57FJUKMKQRRV

02067

245 224 410W H D mm

Case dimension

5.5 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

L-39
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This unscented aerosol mousse makes it easy to remove dirt without damaging
the leather, and includes Vitamin E to help keep the leather healthy and prevent
deterioration.

Directions:
1. Shake well, and then spray mousse onto a soft cloth.
2. Clean the leather by gently rubbing and wiping with the cloth.
3. Wipe off any remaining bubbles and dry thoroughly.

Leather Seat Cleaner
300ml

4975759020523

ZV9H57FJUKMKPMNV

02052

390 330 200W H D mm

Case dimension

11.5kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

L-13
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Blended with mink oil to help maintain the soft texture and natural shine of your
car’s leather, these wipes clean and maintain at the same time. May be used 
on any interior non-napped leather.

Leather Seat Cleaning Wipe
7 sheets (250×200mm)

4975759020592

ZV9H57FJUKMKPTMV

02059

315 230 420W H D mm

Case dimension

5.0 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

L-9
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This unique stain remover kit can remove extremely stubborn stains from seats
etc. without damaging the fabric at all. The Spot Remover Liquid can dissolve
almost any type of staining substance, and the ultra-dense ultra-absorbent
sponge is then used to draw the stain out. Suitable for removing around 30
penny-sized stains.

Directions:
1. First soften the sponge in water, then wring out most of the water from the
sponge.
2. Shake well and put around 5 drops of the Liquid onto a surface of the
sponge.
3. Press repeatedly onto the fabric surface in a fast tapping motion, spiraling 
around and inwards from the outside of the stain towards the centre.

Fabric Seat Spot Remover
Liquid:20mL
HPVA Sponge:1pc

4975759021810

ZV9H57FJUKMLSLKV

02181

394 196 296W H D mm

Case dimension

2.9 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

L-81
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This fabric seat deodorizer directly attacks and neutralizes smells trapped in
fabric seats, effectively removing smells when conventional products would fail.
The newly developed direct injection mechanism allows the deodorizing and
anti-bacterial compounds to penetrate directly into the inner structure of the 
cushioning to attack those stubborn smells from sweat, pets, tobacco, etc. to
provide a complete cleansing treatment for fabric seats.

Directions:
* first wipe down the whole seat with a wrung-out damp towel.
1. Shake well and unlock the nozzle. 
2. Press the direct injection nozzle directly into the fabric seat, spacing 
injections by around 30 cm, 4-6 shots each for the seat and backrest, and 1-2
for the headrest. Each injection should be around 1 second.
3. Using the spray lever, spray over the entire seat surface from around 20 cm 
away.
4. After spraying, wipe down the seat with a dry towel, and leave to dry
completely (at least 4 hours in summer, at least 12 hours in winter). 

ROOMPIA NIONAX - Direct Injection Fabric Seat Deodorizer
220ml

4975759021834

ZV9H57FJUKMLSNOV

02183

506 232 292W H D mm

Case dimension

6.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-83
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Easily remove dirt and stains from automobile leather with the easy-grip bottle
and integrated applicator. The MVB (Microvelvet Brush) uses ultrafine fibres to
work in the grain of the leather to properly remove contamination without 
damaging the surface. Specialised surfactants remove stains including from
denim, etc. While also containing the leather-conditioning carnauba wax, a non-
slip effect has also been achieved. Also suitable for PVC and urethane
synthetic leathers.

Roompia Toretana Leather Cleaner & Conditioner
80ml

4975759021919

ZV9H57FJUKMLTLTV

02191

406 232 292W H D mm

Case dimension

3.7 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-91
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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SOFT99 Leather Cleaner & Conditioner not only safely and efficiently cleans
leather without risk of drying or degradation, but also restores and protects
leather's natural gloss and sheen, without feeling greasy or sticky.

Directions:
To apply, simply spray onto the surface and wipe around with a microfiber cloth
before drying for ca. 20 min.
For perforated leather, apply indirectly by spraying onto the microfiber towel
first.

Luxury Leather
500ml

4975759103356

ZV9H57FJULKNNPQV

10335

498 237 264W H D mm

Case dimension

13.3kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-52
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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This Fusso fluoropolymer-based cloth protection formula makes interior fabrics
both water- and oil-resistant. The high flexibility means the layer stays effective
for 3 months of normal use.

Directions:
Note: Use on clean, dry fabric. If temperature is under 10°C, warm up interior
with the heater first.
1. Shake well and turn nozzle to ‘ON’.
2. Spray over the entire surface (12-15 shots for one seat) from around 20cm
away. Use the included sponge to spread around evenly.
3. Leave to dry (summer: 2 hours, winter: 4 hours). In cold conditions, or if the
sprayed amount was large, drying may be slow. Use a hairdryer to gently aid
drying.
Note: Use repeatedly to enhance the dirt-repellent effect. Recommended use:
about once every 3 months.

Cloth Barrier Fabric Seat Coat
170mL
Sponge:1pc

4975759021803

ZV9H57FJUKMLSKNV

02180

530 227 186W H D mm

Case dimension

6.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-80
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Cleaning and coating in one step to give leather a hydrophobic coating that
protects it from dirt and helps it keep its natural gloss, protect your leather
upholstery from spillages and stains. The water-based formulation is safe for
human contact and has no unpleasant petrochemical smell. One bottle will treat
20 seats.

Directions:
* Before use, check in an inconspicuous area. 
1. Shake well, turn the nozzle to 'ON'.
2. Fold the cloth into quarters, exposing the nappy (fluffy) side.
3. Spray directly onto the leather surface from around 10 cm. Around 8 shots
for a seat, and 10 for a backrest. Spray onto the nappy side of the cloth to apply
to narrow areas (steering wheel, etc.) or when applying to perforated leather.
4. Use a dry part of the nappy side of the cloth to wipe down the surface, and
leave to dry for 30 minutes.
* When the desired effect is not achieved, the protective coating may be
reinforced by repeated application and drying. We recommend reapplying once
every 3 months to maintain optimal protection.

Leather Barrier
230ml
Cloth ×1

4975759021841

ZV9H57FJUKMLSOLV

02184

530 227 186W H D mm

Case dimension

7.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-84
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningInterior

These extra-gentle wipes remove dust and dirt from your interior surfaces
without damaging even high-gloss finishes. The wipes incorporate anti-static
and UV-blocking agents to stop the dashboard from attracting dust and reduce
damage due to sunlight.

Dashboard Cleaning Cloth
7 sheets

4975759020929

ZV9H57FJUKMKTMTV

02092

410 290 224W H D mm

Case dimension

5.6 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

L-38
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This is spray type interior cleaner for multi-purpose.
Easy procedure just spray and wipe, you can throughout remove finger oil,
cigarette stain which occurred various area. It produces anti-bacterial* and odor
elimination effect.
* Not all bacteria can remove.

Directions:
1. Take away navy color stopper in advance.
● Cleaning for inside window, seat and floor mat
2. Directly spray against object and wipe off with clean dry towel.
* Spray until it gets soaked, wipe off residue and dry for bacteria or odor
elimination.
* Wipe off with water after using it for child seat.
●Cleaning for dash board, handle and LCD screen
2. Spray to clean dry towel and wipe it.

Wash Mist -Cleaner for Auto Interior-
300ml

4975759021827

ZV9H57FJUKMLSMRV

02182

336 198 284W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-82
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Refill for multipurpose interior cleaner Wash Mist, antibacterial and proven to
disable at least 99.99% of the test envelope virus. Economical and ecological,
this refill allows the reuse of the trigger head to reduce cost and weight.
N.B. This product has not been tested on all types of bacteria and virus. Effect
may be reduced for certain types.

Directions:
Attach previously used trigger head.
1. Remove stopper.
2. To clean windows, seats, mats, etc. spray directly onto the surface and wipe
down with a clean, dry towel. Wipe child seats with a wet towel and dry. To
increase deodorising and sanitising power, apply extra liquid and allow the
seats to dry.
To clean the dashboard, steering wheel, screens, etc. spray onto a clean, dry
towel and wipe down the surface.

Roompia Wash Mist - Refill
300ml

4975759021896

ZV9H57FJUKMLSTQV

02189

355 162 267W H D mm

Case dimension

7.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L89
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Compact and easy-to-use, this plastic glosser can freshen up an interior in an
instant, and stows away easily thanks to its convenient size. Just rub to restore
gloss, hide scratches, and deepen darkness of interior plastic.
No-spray construction eliminates splashes and drips - easy pinpoint application.

Directions:
Check there is no hard dirt on the surface to be treated.
Open the cap, and apply to surface with a light pressure.
In the event of unevenness, wipe with a soft, clean towel. 
Close cap after use.

Roompia Compatta - Instant Interior Gloss
1pc

4975759021872

ZV9H57FJUKMLSRMV

02187

510 182 182W H D mm

Case dimension

2.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

L-87
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Powerfully repellent Fusso-based touchscreen and piano black coating that guards against
fingerprints, smudges, makeup, sunscreen, etc. to keep your interior panels looking fresh,
lasting for around one month. Not only does it massively reduce smudging, but also makes
it so easy to wipe off any dirt or smudges with just a swipe of a cloth. Also, by enhancing
the smoothness of touchscreens, the ease-of-use is also improved. Compatible with
touchscreens, interior panels, piano black parts, rear-view mirrors, smartphones, and tablet
screens!
Directions:
1. First, clean away smudges, dust, and dirt with the included cloth to get a perfectly clean
surface. For electronic devices, shut down before application. Do not scrub aggressively,
may cause scratches.
2. Apply a moderate amount of the liquid to the white surface of the included sponge.
Using too much liquid may cause dripping.
3. Completely and evenly spread the liquid over the surface to be treated. If the sponge
seems to be drying out, add more liquid.
4. After about 30 minutes, wipe away any unevenness with a tissue. Dry to touch after 30
minutes; complete curing 90+ minutes. 
NOTE:
If the desired effect is not achieved, repeat the above steps to layer the coating.
If contact occurs with another surface, wipe off immediately.
Contents can treat a 9 inch (11×20cm) screen around 16 times.

Roompia Panel Clear
4ml

4975759021902

ZV9H57FJUKMLTKMV

02190

324 192 245W H D mm

Case dimension

1.7 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

L-90
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just spray and wipe to clear away fingerprints, smudges, and dust. Not only that, but Wash
Mist PLUS destroys bacteria and viruses, leaving an antimicrobial coating that lasts for ca.
1 week, and reduces the amount of dust absorbed and released by interior fabrics.
Note: not guaranteed to remove 100% of all microorganisms

Directions:
Remove stopper before use.

For seats, interior glass, and floor mats:
Spray onto surface and wipe down with a clean cloth.
For fabric seats, spray liberally (until wet) to ensure maximum antimicrobial and deodorant 
effect, Wipe and allow to dry.
For dashboards, steering wheels, etc.:
Spray onto a clean cloth and wipe down the surface.

Notes:
After use on child seats, wipe down with water.
Test on an inconspicuous area before use.
Do not use excessive force when wiping.
Do not spray directly onto electronics.

Roompia Wash Mist PLUS
300ml

4975759021889

ZV9H57FJUKMLSSTV

02188

336 198 284W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-88
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1Car wash toolsInterior

This cushioned cleaning pad quickly and gently cleans LCD displays,
smartphone screens, CDs, DVDs, and more. Just wipe with the blue surface to
remove dirt such as grease and fingerprints.

FIBAX
1pc

4975759020684

ZV9H57FJUKMKQSOV

02068

250 230 275W H D mm

Case dimension

2.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

L-27
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

These microfiber dusters have a luxurious feel, and are quick and effective at
removing dust from interior surfaces. Their attractive appearance enhances
interior atmosphere, and do not look out-of-place in luxury vehicles.

Directions:
Do not scrub. Lightly brush and stroke the dust away.

Roompia Interior Duster - Gold
Gold 1pc

4975759021858

ZV9H57FJUKMLSPSV

02185

640 235 420W H D mm

Case dimension

4.9 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

L-85
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

These microfiber dusters have a luxurious feel, and are quick and effective at
removing dust from interior surfaces. Their attractive appearance enhances
interior atmosphere, and do not look out-of-place in luxury vehicles.

Directions:
Do not scrub. Lightly brush and stroke the dust away.

Roompia Interior Duster - Silver
Silver 1pc

4975759021865

ZV9H57FJUKMLSQPV

02186

640 235 420W H D mm

Case dimension

4.9 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

L-86
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


